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Abstract
A range of methods is presented for the recursive construction of sets of orthogonal balanced
incomplete block designs. To enable these methods, some new types of designs are de1ned.
Some examples of these are given, and pairs of orthogonal BIBDs constructed for k =3; =2,
for all but 12 values of v where v ≡ 0; 1 (mod 3) with v¿ 6.
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1. Introduction
The designs under consideration here are a generalisation of balanced incomplete
block designs (BIBDs) in which the single set of v treatments is replaced by s sets of
v, each of which forms a BIBD (v; k; ). We superimpose these s BIBDs on the same
block set, applied in order, so that our 1 by bk array of v treatments can be regarded as
being replaced by an s by bk ordered array, and the single treatment at each plot can
be regarded as being replaced by an array of s treatments, one drawn from each set,
in the given order. Moreover, each treatment from a given set appears in exactly one
column of the array with every treatment, bar one, of every other set, and appears in a
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block exactly k times with every treatment, bar one, of every other set, and k−1 times
with every other treatment of its own set. (Giving the same numbering to each of the
sets, it may be assumed that treatment x of one set appears with every treatment, except
x, of every other set.) Note that the replication r=(v− 1) and that =(k − 1). These
designs are a subclass of orthogonal balanced incomplete block designs, or OBIBDs,
as they possess Eccleston and Russell’s “adjusted orthogonality” property [12,13], and
the self-explanatory notation OBIBD(v; k; ; s) is used.
Example 1.1. The 24 blocks below constitute an OBIBD(9; 3; 2; 3). The blocks are
enclosed in parentheses, and the plots separated by semi-colons; within each plot the
treatments from the diIerent sets are given in order, and each treatment set is Z8 ∪{∞}.
The three blocks in a row form a parallel class for each treatment set.
(∞; 1; 5; 0; 7; 2; 4; 6; 3); (1; 5;∞; 7; 2; 0; 6; 3; 4); (5;∞; 1; 2; 0; 7; 3; 4; 6);
(∞; 2; 6; 1; 0; 3; 5; 7; 4); (2; 6;∞; 0; 3; 1; 7; 4; 5); (6;∞; 2; 3; 1; 0; 4; 5; 7);
(∞; 3; 7; 2; 1; 4; 6; 0; 5); (3; 7;∞; 1; 4; 2; 0; 5; 6); (7;∞; 3; 4; 2; 1; 5; 6; 0);
(∞; 4; 0; 3; 2; 5; 7; 1; 6); (4; 0;∞; 2; 5; 3; 1; 6; 7); (0;∞; 4; 5; 3; 2; 6; 7; 1);
(∞; 5; 1; 4; 3; 6; 0; 2; 7); (5; 1;∞; 3; 6; 4; 2; 7; 0); (1;∞; 5; 6; 4; 3; 7; 0; 2);
(∞; 6; 2; 5; 4; 7; 1; 3; 0); (6; 2;∞; 4; 7; 5; 3; 0; 1); (2;∞; 6; 7; 5; 4; 0; 1; 3);
(∞; 7; 3; 6; 5; 0; 2; 4; 1); (7; 3;∞; 5; 0; 6; 4; 1; 2); (3;∞; 7; 0; 6; 5; 1; 2; 4);
(∞; 0; 4; 7; 6; 1; 3; 5; 2); (0; 4;∞; 6; 1; 7; 5; 2; 3); (4;∞; 0; 1; 7; 6; 2; 3; 5):
Remark 1.2. Treatment x of set i never occurs in the same plot or block as treatment
x of set j, so, when the distinction between the treatment sets is ignored, each block
contains ks distinct treatments, and so v¿ks is a necessary condition for existence of
an OBIBD(v; k; ; s).
Many designs can be represented in cyclic or near-cyclic form, i.e., the designs can
be generated from a set of initial blocks. A convenient way to represent the properties
of the initial blocks is to use diIerence squares.
DiIerence squares were introduced by Rees [26]. For each initial block, set up a k
by k square in which the entries are the diIerences (in the appropriate number system)
between the k treatments of the 1rst set and the k treatments of the second set. (The
blocks of both sets of treatments must consist of the initial blocks of a BIBD with the
appropriate parameters.) If we order the k treatments of each treatment set by their
plot order, then the combined set of diagonals comprises an equal number, say m, of
occurrences of each of these diIerences, while the total set of diIerences in the bodies
of the tables must comprise km occurrences of each of the diIerences possible for that
diIerence set. For OBIBDs, m=1.
With multiple sets of treatments, such squares and transversals have to be set up
(consistently) between all pairs of treatment sets.
Example 1.3. The design of Example 1.1 is developed modulo 8 from the initial
blocks:
(∞; 1; 5; 0; 7; 2; 4; 6; 3); (1; 5;∞; 7; 2; 0; 6; 3; 4); (5;∞; 1; 2; 0; 7; 3; 4; 6):
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The diIerence squares of 1rst treatments with respect to second are:
1 7 6 5 2 3 ∞ 0 4
∞ −∞ −∞ −∞ 1 4 1 2 5 ∞ 3 7
0 1 7 6 7 6 3 4 2 ∞ 6 2
4 5 3 2 6 7 4 5 3 ∞ 5 1
The diIerence squares for the 1rst set of treatments with respect to the third, and
of the second with respect to the third, are very similar. It is immediately seen that
each diIerence occurs 3 (i.e., k) times in the body of the tables, while each oc-
curs once on the main diagonals, corresponding to the pairs of treatments at each
plot.
These designs are a subclass of a much wider class of generalisations of BIBDs
to several sets of treatments. When s=2, these designs form a subset of what Rees
and Preece [27] called “perfect Graeco-Latin balanced incomplete block designs” or
pergolas. Designs similar to those under consideration here were 1rst developed for
orchard trials, where successive sets of treatments would be applied to a 1xed set of
blocks [25], and were 1rst introduced by Preece [24]; see also Morgan and Uddin [22],
Rees [26], Rees and Preece [27], and the references therein.
2. Terminology
First, here are reminders of the de1nitions of some block designs which are now
well established in the literature.
A Pairwise Balanced Design PBD(v; K; ) is a design for v treatments in blocks of
sizes (at least 2) listed in K , such that any unordered pair of treatments occurs together
in  blocks.
A Group Divisible Design is a triple (X;G;B), where the point set X is partitioned
into sets (called groups) de1ned by G, such that any pair of treatments occurs  times
together in the block set B, except that a pair of treatments in the same group do
not occur together at all. The group type of such a design is de1ned by the vector of
group sizes, very often expressed in exponential notation, such as 3541, meaning that
there are 1ve groups of size 3, and one of size 4 (and so 19 treatments altogether).
One usually refers to a GDD as a (K; ) GDD of group type such-and-such, where
every block size present is listed in K . Note that a GDD can be regarded as a PBD
by adding in the groups as blocks,  times each (which may add new block sizes to
the design). A PBD(v; K; ) can be regarded as a (K; ) GDD of type 1v.
A Transversal Design TD(k; g) is a (k; ) GDD of type gk . When =1 the subscript
is usually dropped. The existence of a TD(k; g) is equivalent to the existence of a set
of (k − 2) orthogonal latin squares of order g. An idempotent TD is a TD with a
parallel class.
An Incomplete Group Divisible Design, an IGDD, is a GDD in which a subset of
the treatments, given by H, called a hole, is de1ned such that no two members of H
occur together in blocks. The group type of such a design is now a vector of ordered
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pairs, in which the 1rst member of each pair is the original size of the group, as before,
and the second is the number of elements of that group in H. Thus, if the original
type is 3541, the hole is of size 3, and three groups of size 3 have 1 member in the
hole, then the new group type is, in exponential notation, (3; 1)3(3; 0)2(4; 0)1.
An Incomplete Pairwise Balanced Design, an IPBD(v; h; k; ), can be regarded as a
GDD of type 1(v−h)h1 or as an IGDD of type (1; 0)(v−h)(1; 1)h.
An Incomplete Transversal Design is a (k; 1) IGDD of type (g; h)k and is denoted
by TD(k; g) − TD(k; h). Note that the hole (of size kh) is now necessarily equally
spread over the groups.
Finally, here are some de1nitions of designs particular to this 1eld of application.
A Holey OBIBD, an HOBIBD(v;G; k; ; s), is a design for s sets of v treatments in
blocks of size k, in which the treatment sets are partitioned into groups de1ned in G,
such that a pair of treatments from the same group occur together in the same block
neither in the same set, nor as members of diIerent sets (analogous to a GDD). This
is usually referred to in the form HOBIBD(v; k; ; s) of type G.
Example 2.1. An HOBIBD(24; 3; 2; 2) of type 38 developed over Z24 is given by the
following initial blocks:
(0; 3; 1; 14; 2; 4); (0; 23; 2; 22; 5; 19); (0; 15; 3; 20; 9; 10);
(0; 18; 4; 9; 13; 11); (0; 19; 4; 13; 14; 2); (0; 11; 5; 15; 12; 9);
(0; 7; 6; 10; 13; 19):
The groups are cosets of {0; 8; 16}.
An HOBIBD(v; k; ; s) with group type 1v−hh1 will also be called an Incomplete
OBIBD denoted by IOBIBD(v; h; k; ; s). Note that, for h=0 or h=1, every OBIBD
(v; k; ; s) can be considered as an IOBIBD(v; h; k; ; s) as then the missing OBIBD(h; k;
; s) contains no blocks.
An Incomplete HOBIBD, an IHOBIBD, is an HOBIBD with an additional hole and
is analogous to an IGDD. The type of an IHOBIBD is written similarly in exponential
notation.
Example 2.2. An HOBIBD(16; 3; 2; 2) with group type 11331, which we also call an
IOBIBD(16; 3; 3; 2; 2), is given by the following initial blocks, developed over Z13 ∪
{∞i: i=0; 1; 2}:
(0;∞2; 1; 10; 2; 12); (0; 7; 2;∞1; 5; 6); (0;∞0; 3; 9; 7; 6);
(∞0; 1; 0; 5; 4; 8); (∞1; 12; 0; 8; 5; 7); (∞2; 4; 0; 11; 6; 9):
The invariant treatments constitute the hole: they do not occur together with each other
in any role whatsoever.
Although there is a standard bound on the size of a hole in a PBD(v; K; 1) (see, e.g.,
[11]), that this bound extends to PBD(v; K; )’s seems to be less well known. Indeed,
we failed to 1nd a proof in the literature.
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Lemma 2.3. Suppose an IPBD(v; h; K; ) exists. Suppose also that m is the minimum
block size in the IPBD. (We also assume v¿h to avoid trivialities.) Then
v¿h(m− 1) + 1
with equality if and only if there exists a -resolvable BIBD(v − h; m − 1; ) whose
block set is partitionable into exactly h -resolution sets.
Proof. Note that h hole points have no pairs in the IPBD. Suppose the jth hole point
lies on nij blocks of size i. Then∑
i
(i − 1)nij = (v− h) ∀j: (1)
Now, let us consider the pairs in the rest of the design that occur in blocks with a
hole point present.

(
v− h
2
)
¿
∑
ij
(
i − 1
2
)
nij (2)
¿
∑
ij
(i − 1)m− 2
2
nij (3)
=
∑
j
m− 2
2
(v− h) (4)
= h
m− 2
2
(v− h): (5)
So, after cancellation, we have v − h − 1¿h(m − 2), which is the inequality we
needed to establish. If we have equality here, then we must have equality in (2) and
(3) above. The 1rst of these equalities implies that there are no pairs occurring in any
blocks not containing a hole point, and the second implies that hole points only occur
in blocks of size m. These two implications easily establish the form of the design we
have after removal of all hole points.
3. OBIBDs and other designs
It is useful to consider the relationship of OBIBD(v; k; k − 1; s)’s to other designs.
3.1. BIBDs and GDDs
First, we consider one eIect of ignoring which treatment set a treatment is from.
Since every treatment set just forms a BIBD, we note that there are b=
v(v − 1)=k blocks, with a replication count of v − 1 for each point as a member
of each treatment set. Now, treating an OBIBD as just a BIBD, we note that there are
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b= v(v− 1)=k blocks, with a replication count of s(v− 1) for each point over all the
treatment sets, and a block size of ks; this corresponds to an index of = s(ks − 1).
It is obvious that the OBIBD is a 1-design with the above parameters, so we only
have to check the pairwise balance; every unordered pair occurs together in s(k − 1)
blocks as pairs within the same treatment set, and k times for each of the s(s − 1)
ordered treatment sets, which together gives s(ks − 1) blocks for every unordered
pair.
Though an OBIBD(v; k; k − 1; s) can be regarded as a BIBD(v; ks; s(ks − 1)), the
converse does not necessarily hold.
Similarly, an HOBIBD(v; k; k − 1; s) of type G is a (ks; s(ks− 1)) GDD of type G.
Remark 3.1. Two consequences of these observations are, 1rstly, in an HOBIBD with
g groups, that g¿ks, or v¿hks if all groups are of the same size h (since g¿k in
a GDD), and, secondly, that v¿1 + h(ks − 1) in an IOBIBD (on putting m= ks in
Lemma 2.3).
3.2. Nested BIBDs
The more general de1nition of nesting in a BIBD is that each block is coloured
with s colours, using the ith colour ki times in every block (so
∑
ki = k). Perhaps
the most common de1nition, “a type I nesting”, assumes ki = k=s, and then requires
that every unordered pair occur equally often as a monochrome pair. However, we
could also require other pair properties, including the property that every unordered
pair occur equally often in each of the s colours (here we mean, in general, that the
pairwise equality extend over all unordered pairs, and hold for each colour individually,
although this equality does not necessarily hold across colours). This is a more general
de1nition of nesting. For our purposes, we are interested in the latter nesting, with s
colours, where each unordered pair occurs k− 1 times within each of the s colours, “a
type II nesting”. Note that this is still too weak a requirement to satisfy an OBIBD.
It is possible to derive a type II nesting with index  from a type I nesting with the
same index. To see the latter, suppose we have a BIBD(v; k; k − 1) nested (as a type
I nesting) within a BIBD(v; ks; ks− 1); from each block we may generate s blocks by
a cyclic replacement of the colours to get a BIBD(v; k; k − 1) in each colour within a
BIBD(v; ks; s(ks− 1)), i.e., a type II nesting. Although, in general, we only know that
there is the correct balance for unordered pairs, across all mixed colour pairs, in a type
II nesting, we can do better in the s=2 case.
Lemma 3.2. If we have a type I nesting of a BIBD(v; k; k − 1) nested within a BIBD
(v; 2k; 2k−1), then there exists a type II nesting of a BIBD(v; k; k−1) in a BIBD(v; 2k;
2(2k − 1)) in which every ordered pair occurs k times in the ordering where “colour
A” precedes “colour B”.
Proof. Suppose we have a type I block (A1; A2; : : : ; Ak ;B1; B2; : : : ; Bk). Adjoin the
second block (B1; B2; : : : ; Bk ;A1; A2; : : : ; Ak), by this process doubling the number of
blocks, and giving the required design.
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Although Lemma 3.2 does not give us an OBIBD from a type I nested BIBD, since
the two sets of treatments have not been paired oI on a plot-by-plot basis, it does come
close, and suggests that one might fruitfully search in known type I nested BIBDs for
suitable plot assignments.
The following design was adapted from Sreenath [28].
Example 3.3. An OBIBD(18; 3; 2; 2) developed over Z17 ∪{∞} is given by the
following initial blocks:
(∞; 2; 0; 8; 12; 9); (0; 7; 1; 3; 8; 12); (0; 1; 2; 7; 15; 4);
(2;∞; 8; 0; 9; 12); (7; 0; 3; 1; 12; 8); (1; 0; 7; 2; 4; 15):
Another adapted design is the following:
Example 3.4. An OBIBD(30; 3; 2; 2) developed over Z29 ∪{∞} is given by the
following initial blocks:
(∞; 6; 15; 4; 22; 12); (6;∞; 4; 15; 12; 22);
(0; 7; 16; 25; 19; 11); (7; 0; 25; 16; 11; 19);
(8; 23; 9; 14; 21; 24); (23; 8; 14; 9; 24; 21);
(5; 18; 10; 27; 17; 13); (18; 5; 27; 10; 13; 17);
(1; 28; 3; 2; 26; 20); (28; 1; 2; 3; 20; 26):
The left column is the (3; 6) GWhD(30) given in [4]. with a plot assignment added.
(A (3; 6) GWhD(v) is a type I nesting of a (v; 3; 2) BIBD within a RBIBD(v; 6; 5)
or NRBIBD(v; 6; 5); we have identi1ed the two “whist” teams of three with our two
treatment sets in every block.) The right column gives the additional block set of
Lemma 3.2, and the set of 10 base blocks form a parallel class.
3.3. Perfect Mendelsohn designs
A perfect Mendelsohn design (a PMD(v; k; )) is a BIBD(v; k; (k − 1)) with special
properties; see [20].
A set of k elements {a1; a2; : : : ; ak} is said to be cyclically ordered by a1¡a2¡ · · ·¡
ak¡a1 and the ordered pair ai; ai+t are said to be t-apart in a cyclic k-tuple (a1; a2; : : : ;
ak) where i + t is taken modulo k.
In a PMD, we consider the block set to be a collection of cyclically ordered k-subsets
such that each ordered pair of points is t-apart in exactly  blocks, for all 16t¡k.
Lemma 3.5. If a PMD(v; k; ) exists, then an idempotent TD(k; v) exists.
Proof. Given the PMD, we may form the TD on Zk × Iv by replacing the block
(a0; a1; : : : ; ak−1) by the base block {(0; a0); (1; a1); : : : ; (k − 1; ak)}, and developing
over Zk . (The more usual representation of this replacement is as {(0; ai); (1; ai+1); : : : ;
(k−1; ai+k−1)}; i=0 : : : (k−1), where the suOces are calculated modulo k. The blocks
are identical in either representation, but ours more closely matches Examples 3.8
and 3.9.)
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Finally, we add  parallel classes of blocks {(0; i); (1; i); : : : ; (k−1; i)}, for i∈Iv.
Lemma 3.6. If a PMD(v; tk; 1) exists, then an OBIBD(v; k; (k − 1); 2) exists, provided
t¿1.
Proof. Given the PMD, we may form the OBIBD by replacing the block A=
(a0; a1; : : : ; atk−1) by the t blocks Ai for 06i¡t, where
Ai =(ai; ai+1; ai+t ; ai+t+1; : : : ; ai+tk−t ; ai+tk−t+1);
where the suOces are computed modulo tk.
The ordered pairs of treatments (the 1rst from the 1rst set) in Ai comprise all the
1-apart pairs in A, and so comprise all ordered pairs. The blocks of 1rst (second)
set treatments {ai; ai+t ; ai+2t ; : : :} ({ai+1; ai+t+1; ai+2t+1; : : :}) in Ai comprise all the pairs
t-apart, 2t-apart, etc., in A, and so comprise k − 1 occurrences of all ordered pairs.
Finally, the set of all ordered pairs of treatments in Ai (one from the 1rst set, the second
from the second) comprise all pairs 1; t + 1; 2t + 1; : : : apart in A, and so comprise all
ordered pairs k times.
Corollary 3.7. The following designs exist:
(a) an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) for v=28 and 40,
(b) an IOBIBD(v; h; 3; 2; 2) for (v; h)= (21; 4); (27; 4) and (28; 4),
(c) an HOBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) of type 7791.
Proof. The corresponding PMD(v; 6; 1)’s and IPMDs are given in [2]; the HOBIBD is
generated in a similar fashion from the corresponding HPMD given in [2].
We noted in Lemma 3.5 that PMDs gave TDs; this suggests that we might be able
to reverse the process, at least for OBIBDs, and obtain OBIBDs from TDs.
Example 3.8. In [3, Theorem II.2.52] a 6× 40 quasi-diIerence matrix to be devel-
oped over Z38 ∪{∞} is given by the 13 displayed columns, and the recipe: replace
each column (a; b; c; d; e; f)T by the 3 columns (a; b; c; d; e; f)T; (c; a; b; e; f; d)T and
(b; c; a; f; d; e)T, and 1nally append a column of zeroes. One can complete the design
to a TD(6; 39) by developing the 40 columns, then appending a column of in1nite
elements.
0 1 5 1 0 27 23 0 5 36 0 9 8
19 11 35 7 9 0 37 24 0 35 18 0 25
∞ 7 17 11 31 25 0 17 16 0 23 12 0
1 0 30 5 34 5 2 32 7 25 20 1 6
11 19 20 35 14 10 35 23 34 11 4 26 7
7 ∞ 26 17 17 22 32 1 9 10 11 28 30
We may form an OBIBD by taking the column (a; b; c; d; e; f)T and forming from it
the base block (a; d; c; e; b; f) to get the 13 base blocks for an OBIBD(39; 3; 2; 2).
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Example 3.9. In [3, Theorem II.2.61] a 6× 52 diIerence matrix to be developed over
GF(4)×Z13 is given by the seven displayed columns, and a recipe: replace each
of the 1rst 1ve columns, say C, by the three columns C; t1(C) and t1(t1(C)). If
CT = (a; b; c; d; e; f), then t1(C)T = (z; 3) · (c; a; b; f; d; e), where z2 = z + 1; this gener-
ates 17 columns (the last 2 columns are 1xed by t1). For each of these columns we
replace column (a; b; c; d; e; f)T by the three columns (a; b; c; d; e; f)T; (c; a; b; e; f; d)T
and (b; c; a; f; d; e)T, to generate 51 columns, then adjoin a column of zeroes to form
the 6× 52 diIerence matrix
(0; 0) (0; 0) (0; 0) (0; 0) (0; 0) (1; 1) (z2; 11)
(z2; 10) (0; 7) (1; 10) (z; 10) (z2; 3) (z; 3) (1; 7)
(z; 10) (z2; 2) (1; 11) (z; 2) (z2; 7) (z2; 9) (z; 8)
(z; 8) (z2; 12) (0; 10) (z2; 11) (z2; 6) (1; 4) (z2; 3)
(1; 2) (0; 2) (z2; 8) (z; 3) (z; 7) (z; 12) (1; 9)
(1; 6) (z; 12) (0; 7) (z2; 6) (z; 2) (z2; 10) (z; 1)
We may form an OBIBD by taking the 17 columns (a; b; c; d; e; f)T and forming from
each the base block (a; d; c; e; b; f) to get the 17 base blocks of an OBIBD(52; 3; 2; 2).
Here we have been searching in TDs for OBIBDs. We do have a rather weak result
in the reverse direction.
Lemma 3.10. If an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists, then a TD2(6; v) exists.
Proof. To form the design on the point set Z3× I2× Iv, replace each block (a; b; c; d;
e; f) by the two blocks
{(0; 1; a); (1; 1; c); (2; 1; e); (0; 2; b); (1; 2; d); (2; 2; f)};
{(0; 1; a); (1; 1; e); (2; 1; c); (0; 2; b); (1; 2; f); (2; 2; d)}
then develop over Z3.
3.4. Sets of orthogonal BIBDs as tournaments
These designs can be considered as tournaments, as follows.
Let the number of sets of treatments be s. Then the number of players is v, the
number of players per team is s, and the number of teams per match is k. A team
is composed of players playing diIerent roles, or in diIerent positions, as in many
team games, so that, in Example 1.1, ∞; 1; 5 is not the same team as 5;∞; 1. A block
corresponds to a match, and a vector of treatments for a plot corresponds to a team
of players in their respective positions.
Over the whole tournament, each player plays r times in each position, and, when
playing in the ith position, that player plays against (in diIerent teams from, but in the
same match) each other player  (i.e., k−1) times when this other player is in any par-
ticular position, including the ith. When in the ith position, he=she plays once with (on
the same team as and in the same match as) each other player in each other position.
The two together imply that they play in the same match together k times in all.
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It is well known that sets of orthogonal BIBDs with block size 2 can be interpreted
as spouse-avoiding mixed doubles round robin tournaments (SAMDRRs), which in turn
are equivalent to self-orthogonal Latin squares (SOLS). The straightforward generali-
sation of this to designs of arbitrary block size, and an alternative interpretation to the
above, would be to have other de1ned relatives who had to be avoided.
4. Direct constructions
An extension to Morgan and Uddin’s result [22, Lemma 2.2], can be written as
Lemma 4.1. Let v=mf+1 be a prime power, with m¿sh for some s¿2. Let k = hf,
where f=gcd (k; v− 1), and let x be a primitive generator for GF(v). Write
Cj = xj(x0; xm; : : : ; x(f−1)m)
and write
bip= x
(i−1)hxp{C0; C1; : : : ; Ch−1}:
Let Bi = {bi0; bi1; : : : ; bim−1}. Then Bi is the set of base blocks for the ith treatment
set of an OBIBD(v; k; h(k − 1); s), where the plots are assigned sequentially in all the
above base blocks.
Remark 4.2. In all applications of this theorem here, h=1.
We also note that the methods of Lemma 4.1 can be generalised using the methods
of Furino [14].
Example 4.3. The result of Morgan and Uddin has been extended in two ways: 1rstly,
by dropping the requirement that v be odd, and, secondly, by dropping the triple
requirement that m= tg; s6t; h6g, in favour of the single requirement that sh6m.
The following parameter sets are now permitted:
(a) an OBIBD(16; 3; 2; 5) with f=3; h=1; s=5; m=15;
(b) an OBIBD(127; 15; 70; 8) with f=3; h=5; m=42; s=8;
(c) an OBIBD(127; 12; 44; 10) with f=6; h=2; m=21; s=10.
In addition to the above relaxation of Morgan and Uddin’s integrality constraints,
we have also speci1ed the particular case f=gcd(k; v − 1) in their construction.
A careful examination of their construction reveals that for any design constructed
with f= ! gcd(k; v − 1), say, in their lemma, we can get a design with the same
parameters by taking ! copies of the design we construct with f=gcd(k; v− 1).
Strictly speaking, Morgan and Uddin’s theorem deals with a broader de1nition of
OBIBD, allowing what one could term quasi-multiples of our OBIBDs, as is evidenced
by the above examples with v=127; nevertheless, it is true that our recasting of this
theorem is more general, which was one of the points we wanted to make.
The following theorem is given with two proofs.
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Theorem 4.4. Let q=pn be a prime power, with n¿1, let k =pu for 0¡u¡n and
let t=p(n−u). De?ne log(0)=∞. Let:
(i) C0≡{$0 = 0; $1; : : : ; $k−1} be the additive subgroup of order pu of (GF(q);+);
(ii) {Cj: j=1; 2; : : : ; (t − 1)} be the cosets of C0 in (GF(q);+);
(iii) bij = log(Ci+j)≡{log(c): c∈Ci+j}, where the discrete logarithms are taken with
respect to some ?xed generator of GF(q).
Then bi0; b
i
1; : : : ; b
i
t−1 are initial blocks for a 1-rotational OBIBD(p
n; pu; pu−1; t) over
Zq−1 ∪ {∞}.
First Proof: This generalises the well-known method of generating a BIBD from
the orbits of a subset B of elements of a doubly transitive group G (see [8, Section
III.4]). When G has a non-trivial subgroup H 1xed on B, the number of blocks in
the BIBD is |G|=|H |. For a group of degree pn; n¿1, a suitable B is given by a
subgroup of order pu of the additive subgroup of order pn; 0¡u¡n. The full BIBD
is then obtained by taking the cosets of H in the additive subgroup, taking discrete
logarithms, and then developing these initial blocks modulo Zq−1 ∪{∞}. To generate
an OBIBD, H is paired oI with its additive cosets, element by element. Considering the
treatment sets pairwise, it will be found that both sets of initial blocks are 1xed by H .
A conventional diIerence square cannot be formed at this stage, because the elements
of the initial blocks are not yet in their 1nal form. Instead, consider a variation in which
the elements in this (as yet, unique) square are formed by taking pairs of elements,
one from each margin. This square is also 1xed under H , the elements being permuted
diagonally. Consequently, the full design can be obtained by the same process of taking
additive cosets, taking discrete logarithms, and then developing modulo Zq−1 ∪{∞}.
The example following makes this clear.
Second Proof: In eIect, the theorem says that we can lay out the discrete log table
of GF(q) as a t by pu table, and take the rows of this table as the base blocks of a
treatment set. Label the columns by the elements of the speci1ed subgroup C0, and
label the rows by representatives of the cosets, say cj and ri, respectively, 06j6
(k − 1); 06i6(t − 1). (The elements of GF(q) will be considered to be of the form
rixu + cj.)
We will index the plots within each block by cj and the treatment sets by ri. Each
row of the table gives a base block of the 1rst set of treatments, with the plot indexed
by cj. If the 1rst treatment set (i.e., set 0) has its entry for plot cj as log(rixu + cj),
then the corresponding entry for the Rth treatment set is log((R+ ri)xu + cj).
Within any row there are k(k − 1) ordered diIerences. Now consider the diIerence
between two 1eld elements (ri + R)xu + (cj + C) and rixu + cj. The diIerence in their
discrete logarithms is d= log(((ri+R)xu+cj+C)=(rixu+cj))= log(1+(Rxu+C)=(rixu+
cj)). As rixu + cj ranges over the q − 1 non-zero values of GF(q), we see that the
ratio takes on all values of the 1eld except unity, and so d ranges over the q − 1
non-zero values of Zq−1 ∪{∞}. When rixu + cj =0, the diIerences are attributed the
conventional value of −∞ (see Example 1.3). Now if we set R=0, so we are looking
at diIerences within a row, then C takes on k − 1 possible values, and all diIerences
appear k − 1 times within the ordered pairs of a treatment set.
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Similarly, if we set R to some non-zero value, then C takes on k possible values,
and all diIerences appear k times between any one member of one treatment set and
all members of another treatment set.
If we set C =0 and R takes on just one non-zero value, then we get all diIerences
appear once, so we have the required balance at the plot level.
Example 4.5. Consider a design for 32 treatments in blocks of 3. To follow the 1rst
method of proof, write the elements of GF(9) as xi where:
xi = 0 1 2 x x + 1 x + 2 2x 2x + 1 2x + 2
i= ∞ 0 4 1 7 6 5 2 3
C0 is {0; 1; 2}, with additive cosets C0 + x and C0 + 2x; the subgroup 1xing these
cosets is evidently the group generated by y → y+1 (mod 3), isomorphic to C0 itself.
Now take a pair of the cosets 0; x; 1; x + 1; 2; x + 2, and consider the diIerence square
described:
x x + 1 x + 2
0 x; 0 x + 1; 0 x + 2; 0
1 x; 1 x + 1; 1 x + 2; 1
2 x; 2 x + 1; 2 x + 2; 2
Under the subgroup y → y + 1 (mod 3) this diIerence square is 1xed, the elements
in the body of the square being permuted diagonally. So the full design generated by
the doubly transitive group of order 72 is an OBIBD with 72=3=24 blocks. The same
applies for every pair of such cosets, so the design can have three sets of treatments.
Following a process (analogous to that) of taking additive cosets gives the following
blocks:
(0; x; 2x; 1; x + 1; 2x + 1; 2; x + 2; 2x + 2);
(x; 2x; 0; x + 1; 2x + 1; 1; x + 2; 2x + 2; 2);
(2x; 0; x; 2x + 1; 1; x + 1; 2x + 2; 2; x + 2):
The full design could now be generated mutiplicatively. Instead, taking discrete loga-
rithms, the initial blocks are as follows:
(∞; 1; 5; 0; 7; 2; 4; 6; 3); (1; 5;∞; 7; 2; 0; 6; 3; 4); (5;∞; 1; 2; 0; 7; 3; 4; 6):
These are developed over Z8 ∪{∞}, as in Examples 1.1 and 1.3.
To follow the alternative approach, the elements of the GF(q) are re-arranged in the
following table:
0 1 2
0 ∞ 0 4
x 1 7 6
2x 5 2 3
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where the elements of the group head the columns after the 1rst, and the representatives
of the cosets appear in the 1rst column. The discrete logarithms of the elements of
the 1eld appear in the body of the table. Now suppose that C =1, i.e., consider the
diIerences between each entry and its successor in the row. The diIerences are, by
rows from top left, 0 −∞=−∞; 4 − 0=4; ∞− 4=∞; 7 − 1=6; 6 − 7=7; 1 −
6=3; 2 − 5=5; 3 − 2=1, and 5 − 3=2, as required. The same would apply if
C =2. So that de1nes the BIBDs. Now consider diIerences between sets of treatments
at a plot (so R=1 and C =0). Starting top left as before, the diIerences are ∞ −
1=∞; 0−7=1; 4−6=6; 1−5=4; 7−2=5; 6−3=3; 5−∞=−∞; 2−0=2 and
3− 4=7, as required. The same would apply for the other block diIerences between
sets, starting with ∞− 7 and ∞− 6 in turn.
Note there are methods which use the diIerence squares directly—in particular,
search methods. Such methods can be useful for numbers of treatments which are small
and not prime. We give some small examples of OBIBDs and IOBIBDs constructed
directly.
Example 4.6. An OBIBD(6; 3; 2; 2) developed over Z5 ∪{∞} is given by the following
initial blocks:
(∞; 0; 1; 2; 4; 3); (0;∞; 1; 3; 4; 2):
An OBIBD(12; 3; 2; 2) developed over Z11 ∪{∞} is given by the following initial
blocks:
(0; 5; 1; 4; 3; 9); (4; 1; 5; 3; 9; 0);
(2;∞; 8; 7; 6; 10); (∞; 2; 7; 8; 10; 6):
An OBIBD(15; 3; 2; 2) developed over Z14 ∪{∞} is given by the following initial
blocks:
(∞; 13; 0; 9; 1; 5); (0; 12; 1; 4; 3; 5); (0; 13; 2; 10; 7; 8);
(0; 10; 3;∞; 8; 1); (0; 11; 4; 10; 8; 13):
Example 4.7. An IOBIBD(11; 2; 3; 2; 2) developed over Z9 ∪{∞i: i=0; 1} is given
by the following initial blocks:
(0;∞0; 1; 8; 2; 5); (2;∞1; 0; 4; 5; 6);
(∞0; 1; 0; 6; 3; 5); (∞1; 2; 0; 5; 4; 3):
An IOBIBD(16; 3; 3; 2; 2) developed over Z13 ∪{∞i: i=0; 1; 2} is given by the fol-
lowing initial blocks:
(0;∞2; 1; 10; 2; 12); (2;∞1; 0; 7; 5; 6); (0;∞0; 3; 9; 7; 6);
(∞0; 1; 0; 5; 4; 8); (∞1; 12; 0; 8; 5; 7); (∞2; 4; 0; 11; 6; 9):
An IOBIBD(19; 3; 3; 2; 2) developed over Z16 ∪{∞i: i=0; 1; 2} is given by the fol-
lowing initial blocks:
(0; 15; 1;∞2; 2; 14); (0;∞1; 2; 11; 5; 7); (0; 7; 3;∞0; 8; 12);
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(0; 13; 4; 2; 10; 5); (∞0; 10; 0; 8; 4; 7); (∞1; 2; 0; 6; 7; 12);
(∞2; 1; 0; 10; 7; 8):
An IOBIBD(22; 3; 3; 2; 2) developed over Z19 ∪{∞i: i=0; 1; 2} is given by the fol-
lowing initial blocks:
(0;∞0; 1; 18; 2; 17); (0;∞1; 2; 10; 5; 17); (3;∞2; 0; 11; 7; 9);
(∞0; 8; 0; 14; 7; 11); (∞1; 2; 0; 10; 8; 15); (∞2; 3; 0; 13; 9; 12);
(0; 16; 4; 9; 10; 11); (0; 6; 5; 14; 11; 10):
5. Indirect construction methods
The methods developed by Wilson [29] for BIBDs have since been generalised
by others to more specialised designs—see in particular Abel et al. [2], Abel et al.
[5,6], Anderson [7], Furino et al. [15], and Miao and Zhu [21] for further details and
references. The methods developed in this section show how the same approach can
be used to construct BIBDs with many orthogonal sets of treatments.
The 1rst, and simplest, of the recursive methods uses pairwise balanced designs as
a base on which each block is inRated by an OBIBD.
Theorem 5.1. If there exists a PBD(v; K; 1), and for each n∈K there exists an OBIBD
(n; k; ; s), then there exists an OBIBD(v; k; ; s).
Proof. For each block of the PBD, construct the OBIBD for that set of h treatments.
Taking each treatment set in isolation, it is a well-known result that the overall design
is a BIBD. Now consider treatments from diIerent sets, and consider the composite
design as a tournament. Take any pair of treatments x; y. There is just one block of
the PBD containing x; y, and in the OBIBD based on that block, x and y are in the
same team just once, for a given ordered pair of positions. So overall, x and y play
in the same team just once in a given ordered pair of positions. Likewise, they play
against each other (k − 1) times in a given ordered pair of positions. So the design
overall is an OBIBD with s orthogonal sets of treatments.
Clearly, a more general form of this theorem would allow the PBD to have arbitrary
concurrence parameter ′, with the resultant design then having a concurrence para-
meter ′.
Example 5.2. There is a transversal design TD(6; 7) based on a set of 4 orthogo-
nal 7× 7 Latin squares. This is equivalent to a PBD(42; {6; 7}; 1). There exist both an
OBIBD(7; 3; 2; 2) and an OBIBD(6; 3; 2; 2). Therefore, there exists an OBIBD
(42; 3; 2; 2).
Now follow some of the procedures for constructing OBIBDs by the use of the
incomplete structures de1ned earlier. The procedures fall into three categories—1lling
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in holes, inRating, and breaking up groups (although 1lling in holes can be regarded
as a special case of breaking up groups).
Theorem 5.3. If an HOBIBD(v; k; ; s) exists with group type 1v−hh1, and there also
exists an OBIBD(h; k; ; s), then an OBIBD(v; k; ; s) exists.
Proof. Concatenate the two hypothesized designs. Each of the treatment sets, con-
sidered in isolation, forms a BIBD, as this is a well-known method for constructing
BIBDs. Consider the result as a tournament. Any player not in the hole plays, in any
position, once with every other player (whether in the hole or not) in any other posi-
tion, and against (k−1) times. Any player in the hole, plays likewise with every other
player in the hole. So this is a valid OBIBD.
The following 1gure illustrates the theorem and its proof.
Not in the hole (v− h) In the hole (h)
Not in the hole (v− h) I I
In the hole (h) I P
What the 1gure means is that, in a cell in the body of the table, the entities in
the row and column margins are in the required relationship (“appear together” in all
the appropriate capacities) by virtue of the design indicated in the cell, here I (the
incomplete OBIBD) or P (the complete OBIBD for h treatments). Thus, any treatment
not in the hole (1rst row of the table proper) has the required relationship with any
treatment in the hole (second column of the body proper) by virtue of the incomplete
OBIBD for v treatments with a hole of size h.
This sort of 1gure will be used later in place of a written proof of later theorems.
A more powerful form of 1lling in holes is the following:
Theorem 5.4. If there exist an HOBIBD(v; k; ; s) with group type vector of (h1; h2; : : : ;
hu), an IOBIBD(hi + w; w; k; ; t), for each i; 16i6(u − 1), and an OBIBD(hu +
w; k; ; t), then there exists an OBIBD(v+ w; k; ; t). Note that w may be zero.
Proof. Concatenate the various designs. Consider the following 1gure, where GD
denotes the HOBIBD, Ii denotes the incomplete OBIBD for (hi + w) treatments,
16i6(u− 1), and P denotes the (complete) OBIBD for (hu + w) treatments.
G1 (h1) G2 (h2) etc. Gu−1 (hu−1) Gu (hu) Hole (w)
G1 (h1) I1 GD : : : GD GD I1
G2 (h2) GD I2 : : : GD GD I2
etc.
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
Gu−1 (hu−1) GD GD : : : Iu−1 GD Iu−1
Gu (hu) GD GD : : : GD P P
Hole (w) I1 I2 : : : Iu−1 P P
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There are even more powerful methods of 1lling in holes, but they will not be
needed here.
We now give our version of Wilson’s fundamental construction [29]. This theorem
gives us ways of constructing HOBIBDs for large v, the holes of which are then to
be 1lled by the methods of the preceding theorems. As we believe this construction
opens up interesting possibilities for OBIBD constructions, we have stated it in more
generality than is needed for our present purposes, where a couple of special cases
would suOce.
Theorem 5.5. Suppose there exists a “master” GDD (X;G;B) with index ′ and
that w is a positive function on X. Suppose also that there exists an “ingredient”
(K; ) GDD of type {w(x): x∈B} for every B∈B. Then there exists a (K; ′) GDD
of type {∑x∈G w(x): G∈G}, on v vertices, where
v=
∑
G∈G
∑
x∈G
w(x):
Furthermore, if either the master GDD or all the ingredient GDDs are HOBIBDs,
then so is the resultant GDD. We assume, when the master GDD is the HOBIBD, it
is an HOBIBD(v; k; ′(k − 1); s), and when the ingredient GDDs are the HOBIBDs,
then they are HOBIBD(v′; k; (k − 1); s)’s for some v′. The resultant will then be an
HOBIBD(v; k; ′(k − 1); s).
Proof. Without the HOBIBD hypothesis, this is just Wilson’s fundamental construction.
Let the blocks of the master GDD be B1; B2; : : : ; Bb, say. Thus, if the treatments of block
Bi are x; y; : : : ; z, then the groups of the ingredient GDD are {x1; x2; : : : xw(x)}; {y1;
y2; : : : yw(y)}; : : : ; {z1; z2; : : : zw(z)}. We just concatenate the ingredient designs for each
block together (obviously identifying the various sets generated by x in the diIerent
blocks in which it occurs, for example).
Now consider that the master GDD is an HOBIBD. We will retain the treatment
set and plot labels in the derived points for each of its blocks. It is easily seen that
the derived points, say xi and yj will occur  times as often as their progenerators x
and y, and in the same relationship within the resultant HOBIBD as they were in the
original, and so the resultant will be an HOBIBD.
Finally, consider that the ingredients are HOBIBDs. Now the ingredients will provide
the treatment set and plot labels in the derived points, and for each of the ′ (or zero)
times that the point pair x and y occur together, their derived points will be put in the
relationships of the HOBIBD ingredient, and so the resultant will be an HOBIBD.
Remark 5.6. The construction of Theorem 5.1, which is often referred to as “breaking
the blocks”, can be viewed as an application of Theorem 5.5, where the input PBD in
Theorem 5.1 is viewed as a GDD of type 1v, and all points receive a weight of 1.
Although Theorem 5.5 as stated allows an HOBIBD as master and a GDD as in-
gredient, note that, on the current de1nitions, the GDDs used are all restricted to the
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same block size (of sk), and that each block must intersect all groups. These properties
de1ne a TD, so the following theorem is equivalent.
Theorem 5.7. Suppose an HOBIBD(v; k; ; s) of type (v1; v2; : : : ; vg) exists and that a
TD(sk; m) exists. Then an HOBIBD(mv; k; ; s) of type (mv1; mv2; : : : ; mvg) exists.
Proof. Use the HOBIBD(v; k; ; s) as the master design in Theorem 5.5, and give all
points a weight of m, then use the TD as the ingredient design.
The last of the methods is called “breaking up groups”, because the eIect is to
transform one HOBIBD into another with smaller groups. Note that the method of
“1lling in holes” is a special case.
Theorem 5.8. Let (X;G;B) be an HOBIBD(v; k; ; s), with group partition H. Let
F be a set of new points, and suppose that for each group Gi∈G, there exists
an HOBIBD(h; k; ; s) with treatment set Gi ∪F; h= |Gi ∪F |, groups F ∪Hi, where
Hi = {H 1i ; H 2i ; : : : ; H ji ; : : :} and Gi =
⋃ {Hji }, and blocks Bi. Then there exists an
HOBIBD with treatment set X∪F , groups F ∪{⋃Hi: Gi∈G}, and blocks B∪{⋃Bi:
Gi∈G}.
Proof. Concatenate all the designs. Consider the following table, where A denotes the
original HOBIBD and B1; B2; : : : ; Bu the HOBIBDs based on the groups of A.
G1 etc. Gu F
H 11 H
1
2 etc. H
1
m . . . H
u
1 H
u
2 etc. H
u
p
H 11 − B1 . . . B1 . . . A A . . . A B1
G1 H 12 B1 − . . . B1 . . . A A . . . A B1
etc.
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
H 1m B1 B1 . . . − . . . A A . . . A B1
H 21 A A . . . A . . . A A . . . A B2
G2 H 22 A A . . . A . . . A A . . . A B2
etc.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
H 2n A A . . . A . . . A A . . . A B2
etc.
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
...
Hu1 A A . . . A . . . − Bu . . . Bu Bu
Gu Hu2 A A . . . A . . . Bu − . . . Bu Bu
etc.
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
Hup A A . . . A . . . Bu Bu . . . − Bu
F B1 B1 . . . B1 . . . Bu Bu . . . Bu −
Using these general methods of construction, a number of speci1c techniques can be
put together to produce solutions with little eIort. Some of these are given immediately
following, others will be described as needed.
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Theorem 5.9 (Singular indirect product (SIP)). If there exists:
(a) an OBIBD(v; k; ; s),
(b) a TD(sk; m)− TD(sk; n) and
(c) an IOBIBD(m+ d; n+ d; k; ; s),
then there exists an IOBIBD(vm+ d; vn+ d; k; ; s).
Additionally, if either there exists an OBIBD(vn + d; k; ; s), or there exist both
an IOBIBD(vn + d; n + d; k; ; s) and an OBIBD(m + d; k; ; s), then there exists an
OBIBD(vm+ d; k; ; s).
Proof. We may get an IHOBIBD(vm; vn; k; ; s) of type (m; n)v by constructing a
TD(sk; m) − TD(sk; n) on each block of the OBIBD(v; k; ; s). Adjoin d extra points,
and use the IOBIBD(m + d; n + d; k; ; s) to 1ll each group, leaving a hole of size
n+d; repeating this for all groups gives the IOBIBD(vm+d; vn+d; k; ; s). The result
follows on 1lling in the 1nal hole with OBIBD(vn+d; k; ; s), if it exists. Alternatively,
performing this 1lling process in the reverse order gives us, with just the last group
to 1ll, an IOBIBD(vm + d;m + d; k; ; s), and again a completing design exists, by
hypothesis.
Remark 5.10. Because we have OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2)’s for v=6 and 7, there is a variant
available to us. We start with a TD(7; m)−TD(7; n), and then remove x+y points from
one group, with y of them from the hole, to get a ({6; 7}; 1) IGDD of type (m; n)6
(m−x−y; n−y)1. We can then use our OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2)’s for v=6 and 7 as ingredients
in the obvious extension of Theorem 5.5 to get an IHOBIBD(7m− x−y; 3; n−y; 2; 2)
of type (m; n)6(m − x − y; n − y)1. As in the standard SIP, we 1ll the groups and
hole with the aid of d extra points; we need six IOBIBD(m + d; n + d; 3; 2; 2)’s, one
IOBIBD(m−x−y+d; n−y+d; 3; 2; 2) and one IOBIBD(7n−y+d; n−y+d; 3; 2; 2),
except that we relax the IOBIBD to an OBIBD for one of these eight 1lling designs
to get an OBIBD(7m− x − y + d; 3; 2; 2).
Theorem 5.11 (Singular direct product (SDP)). If a TD(sk; m), an OBIBD(v; k; ; s)
and an IOBIBD(m+d; d; k; ; s) all exist, then there exists an IOBIBD(vm+d; x; k; ; s)
for x=d or x=(m+d). If there exists also an OBIBD(x; k; ; s) then there exists an
OBIBD(vm+ d; k; ; s).
Proof. The proof is similar to that for SIP on setting n=0, the variation arising from
not 1lling in one of the holes of size m.
Remark 5.12. Note that in the 1nal design there is a subdesign of the form OBIBD(v; k;
; s): in the proof of Theorem 5.7, consider the subdesign obtained by including only
the 1rst column of the matrix throughout. Excluding this design from the OBIBD
(vm+ d; k; ; s) gives an IOBIBD(vm+ d; v; k; ; s).
Example 5.13. Where there exists an OBIBD(u; 3; 2; 2), then there exists an OBIBD
(5u + 1; 3; 2; 2), constructed as follows. Use the OBIBD(u; k; ; s) and TD(6; 5) to
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construct an HOBIBD(5u; k; ; s), of type 5u. Fill in the holes with an IOBIBD(6; 1; 3; 2;
2), i.e., an OBIBD(6; 3; 2; 2). By the preceding remarks, there also exists an IOBIBD
(5u+ 1; u; 3; 2; 2).
Theorem 5.14 (Direct product (DP)). If there exists a TD(sk; m), an OBIBD(v; k; ; s)
and an OBIBD(m; k; ; s), then an OBIBD(vm; k; ; s) exists. Moreover, this OBIBD
contains an OBIBD(v; k; ; s) as a subdesign, so an IOBIBD(vm; v; k; ; s) also exists.
Proof. Set d=0 in the proof of SDP. As explained above, there also exists an IOBIBD
(vm; v; k; ; s).
Example 5.15. There exists an OBIBD(108; 3; 2; 2), which is constructed as follows.
From OBIBD(12; 3; 2; 2) and TD(6; 9) construct HOBIBD(12 · 9; 3; 2; 2) with type 912.
Fill in the holes with OBIBD(9; 3; 2; 2).
Example 5.16. If there exists an OBIBD(u; 3; 2; 2) and a TD(6; u), there exists an
OBIBD(6u; 3; 2; 2). From an OBIBD(6; 3; 2; 2) and a TD(6; u), we may construct an
HOBIBD(6u; 3; 2; 2) of type u6 and 1ll in the holes with OBIBD(u; 3; 2; 2).
6. Some PBD constructions
In this section, we brieRy state several well-known results for our later use.
Lemma 6.1. The following TD(k; v)’s exist:
(a) a TD(6; v) for v¿5 and v ∈A, where A= {6; 10; 14; 18; 22}.
(b) a TD(7; v) for v¿6 and v ∈A∪B, where B= {15; 20; 26; 30; 34; 38; 46; 60; 62}.
(c) a TD(q+ 1; q) for q a prime power.
Lemma 6.2. Let v≡ 1; 6 (mod 15). Then a BIBD(v; 6; 1) exists, with the de?nite
exception of v∈{16; 21; 36; 46} (see [18]), and the possible exception of v∈{51; 61; 81;
166; 226; 231; 256; 261; 286; 291; 316; 321; 346; 351; 376; 406; 411; 436; 441; 471; 496; 501;
526; 561; 591; 616; 646; 651; 676; 771; 796; 801}.
Lemma 6.3. Let q be a prime power. Then an RBIBD(v; 6; 1) exists whenever:
(a) v=156.
(b) q≡ 1 (mod 12), and v=5q+ 1 with 1266v624966; or
(c) q≡ 1 (mod 30), and v=6q with v =366.
Proof. For (a), see [19], for (b), see [16], for (c), a BIBD(q; 6; 1) is given by a
diIerence family [10]. Abel’s device [1, Theorem 3.2.3] of applying a constant shift,
y, to all the base blocks, and then multiplying the ith base block by mi allows a choice
of m and y that makes the base blocks disjoint (the exceptional case q=121 can be
handled by direct search), so we can apply the Ray–Chaudhuri–Wilson construction,
see [8, Theorem VIII.2.2].
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Lemma 6.4. If a RBIBD(v; 6; 1) exists and 0¡r6(v−1)=5, then a PBD(v+r; {6; 7; r})
exists.
Proof. Add new points to r parallel classes, then add a block on the new points.
Lemma 6.5. If a TD(k +1; n) exists and 0¡r6n, then a PBD(kn+ r; {k; k +1; r; n})
exists.
Proof. Truncate one group of the TD to size r.
Lemma 6.6. If a TD(k + t; n) exists and 0¡t, then a PBD(kn+ t; {k; k + 1; k + t; n})
exists.
Proof. Identify one block (the spike), and remove the n − 1 points from t groups,
choosing those that do not lie on the identi1ed block.
7. Existence of OBIBDs
In this section we will establish our main existence result, namely that for v¿6,
then the condition v≡ 0; 1 (mod 3) is suOcient with the possible exception of the 12
values of v in Table 1.
So far, we have constructed OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2)’s for v≡ 1 (mod 3) in Lemma 4.1,
when v is a prime power ¿7 (including v=16; 64 and 256), for 3n= v¿3 in The-
orem 4.4 (including v=9; 27 and 81), and for v=28 and 40 in Corollary 3.7. In
Examples 3.3, 3.4, 3.8 and 3.9, we gave constructions for v=18; 30; 39 and 52, and
in Example 4.6 we gave constructions for v=6; 12 and 15.
We have constructed IOBIBD(v; h; 3; 2; 2)’s for (v; h)= (21; 4); (27; 4); (28; 4) in
Corollary 3.7, and for (v; h)= (16; 3); (19; 3); (22; 3) in Example 4.7.
Finally, in Corollary 3.7, we constructed an HOBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) of type 7791; 1lling
the groups of this design gives an OBIBD(58; 3; 2; 2).
7.1. OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2)’s with v≡ 1 (mod 6)
By a result of Greig [17], improving an earlier result of Mullin and Stinson [23],
there exists a PBD for all v=6t+1 with all block sizes a prime power of form 6q+1,
except for a 1nite set listed below:
{55, 115, 145, 205, 235, 265, 319, 355, 391, 415, 445, 451, 493, 649, 667, 685,
697, 745, 781, 799, 805, 1315}.
Table 1
Values of v with no OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) known
10 21 22 24 33 34 45 51 69 70 82 88
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Consequently, using Morgan and Uddin’s result of Lemma 4.1 with the PBD con-
struction of Theorem 5.1, there exists an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) for all v=6t + 1 except
those in the list.
So to show that there exists an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) for every v of form 6t + 1, it is
necessary to construct an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) for every v in the exception list. This is
now done, as follows.
Lemma 7.1. If v∈{55; 115; 145}, then a OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists.
Proof. v=55=6 · 8 + 6 + 1. Truncate one group of a TD(7; 8) to size 6 to give
a ({6; 7}; 1) GDD of type 8661, then break the blocks with OBIBD(7; 3; 2; 2)’s and
OBIBD(6; 3; 2; 2)’s to give an HOBIBD(54; 3; 2; 2) of type 8661. Using an extra point,
1ll in the groups with IOBIBD(9; 1; 3; 2; 2), i.e., with an OBIBD(9; 3; 2; 2), and an
OBIBD(7; 3; 2; 2).
v=115=7 · (19−3)+3. Use the SDP of Theorem 5.11 with v=7; m+d=19 and
d=3.
v=145=12 · (13− 1) + 1. Use the SDP of Theorem 5.11 with v=12; m+ d=13
and d=1.
Lemma 7.2. If v∈{235; 319; 391; 445; 451; 745; 781; 805; 1315}, then there exists an
OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2).
Proof. These values are obtained by truncating one group of a TD(13; n) to size
r. In all the cases n and r are prime powers of the form 6t + 1, as is 13, and
consequently an OBIBD is known for these values. Also an OBIBD(12; 3; 2; 2) is
known.
Lemma 7.3. If v∈{205; 265; 355; 415; 493; 649; 667; 685; 697; 799}, then an OBIBD(v;
3; 2; 2) exists.
Proof. Let n be the maximum number of the form 6t + 1 such that 6n¡v. Using
a truncated TD(7; n), we may form a PBD(v; {6; 7; n; v − 6n}; 1), then apply
Theorem 5.1.
7.2. OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2)’s with v≡ 0 (mod 6)
We have direct constructions for OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2)’s with v=6; 12; 18 and 30 from
Examples 4.6, 3.3 and 3.4.
Lemma 7.4. If v∈{36; 66; 96}, then an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists.
Proof. Apply Theorem 5.11 with m=5 and d=1.
Lemma 7.5. If v∈{54; 72; 144; 180}, then an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists.
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Proof. For v=144, apply Theorem 5.14 with v=9; for the rest, apply Theorem 5.14
with v=6.
Lemma 7.6. If v∈{60; 108; 174}, then there exists an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2).
Proof. For v=60, apply Lemma 6.5 with k =6 and r=6; for v∈{108; 174},
apply Lemma 6.5 with k =6 and r=12. Finally, apply Theorem 5.1 to the resulting
PBD.
Lemma 7.7. If v∈{138; 354}, then an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists.
Proof. Apply Lemma 6.4 with v=126 or 306, then apply Theorem 5.1 to the resulting
PBD.
Lemma 7.8. If v∈{102; 210; 246; 282; 318; 390}, then there exists an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2).
Proof. For v=102, apply Lemma 6.6 with k =6 and k + t=12; for the rest,
apply Lemma 6.6 with k =6 and k + t=30, then apply Theorem 5.1 to the resulting
PBD.
Theorem 7.9. An OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists provided v≡ 0 (mod 6), and v≡m (mod 36),
and v¿vm, where vm is given below
m 0 6 12 18 24 30
vm 216 42 48 90 132 426
Proof. Apply Lemma 6.5 to get a PBD(6n+ r; {6; 7; n; r}; 1) where n≡ 1 (mod 6), and
r∈{30; 0; 6; 12; 18; 60}. We may apply the PBD construction of Theorem 5.1, noting
that OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2)’s exist for v∈{6; 7; n; r}.
Summarizing the results for v≡ 0 (mod 6), we have:
Theorem 7.10. If v =24 and v≡ 0 (mod 6), then an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists.
7.3. OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2)’s with v≡ 3 (mod 6)
We have direct constructions for OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2)’s with v=9; 15; 27; 39 and 81
from Theorem 4.4 and Examples 4.6 and 3.8.
Lemma 7.11. If v∈{57; 99; 105; 141; 147; 177; 579}, then there exists an OBIBD(v; 3;
2; 2).
Proof. Note 57=7 · 8+ 1; 99=6 · 16+ 3; 105=13 · 8+ 1; 141=28 · 5+ 1; 147=9 ·
16 + 3; 177=16 · 11 + 1 and 579=36 · 16 + 3. Apply Theorem 5.11.
Lemma 7.12. If v∈{63; 135; 171; 351}, then an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists.
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Proof. Note 63=7 · 9; 135=9 · 15; 171=9 · 19 and 351=13 · 27. Apply
Theorem 5.14.
Lemma 7.13. If v∈{75; 93; 219}, then an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists.
Proof. Truncate one group of a TD(7; n) to get a ({6; 7}; 1) GDD of type 11681; 136121
or 35681. Use Theorem 5.5 to convert these GDDs to HOBIBDs, by giving all points
a weight of 1. Finally, use Theorem 5.4 to 1ll the groups using 1, 3 or 1 extra points,
respectively.
Lemma 7.14. If v∈{183; 255; 363}, then an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists.
Proof. Apply Lemma 6.4 with v=156; 246 or 306, then apply Theorem 5.1 to the
resulting PBD.
Lemma 7.15. A OBIBD(111; 3; 2; 2) exists.
Proof. Apply Theorem 5.1 to a BIBD(111; 6; 1).
Lemma 7.16. An OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists, provided:
(a) v∈{117; 153; 189; 225; 261}, or
(b) v∈{207; 243; 279; 315; 387}, or
(c) v∈{291; 327; 399; 435; 471; 507; 615; 651; 687}, or
(d) v∈{543; 723}.
Proof. We will apply Lemma 6.6 with k =6: for (a) take k + t=9; for (b) take
k+ t=27; for (c) take k+ t=39; for (d) take k+ t=75. We may apply Theorem 5.1
to the resulting PBD to get our OBIBD.
Theorem 7.17. An OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists provided v≡ 3 (mod 6), and v≡m (mod
36), and v¿vm, where vm is given below.
m 3 9 15 21 27 33
vm 759 297 87 129 423 213
Proof. Apply Lemma 6.5 to get a PBD(6n+ r; {6; 7; n; r}; 1) where n≡ 1 (mod 6), and
r∈{105; 39; 9; 15; 57; 27}. We may apply the PBD construction of Theorem 5.1, noting
that OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2)’s exist for v∈{6; 7; n; r}.
Summarizing the results for v≡ 3 (mod 6), we have:
Theorem 7.18. If v ∈ {3; 21; 33; 45; 51; 69} and v≡ 3 (mod 6), then an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2)
exists.
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7.4. OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2)’s with v≡ (mod 6)
We have direct constructions for OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2)’s with v=16; 28; 40; 52; 64
and 256 from Lemma 4.1, Corollary 3.7, and Example 3.9. Filling in the groups of the
HOBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) of type 7791 given in Corollary 3.7 yields an OBIBD(58; 3; 2; 2).
Lemma 7.19. If v∈{46; 76; 94; 100; 106; 136; 148; 220; 352}, then there exists an
OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2).
Proof. Note 46=9 · 5 + 1; 76=15 · 5 + 1; 94=7 · 13 + 3; 100=9 · 11 + 1; 106=7 ·
15+1; 136=9 · 15+1; 148=6 · 24+4; 220=9 · 24+4 and 352=13 · 27+1. Apply
Theorem 5.11.
Lemma 7.20. If v∈{112; 364}, then an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists.
Proof. Apply Theorem 5.14 with v=7.
Lemma 7.21. If v∈{118; 154; 178; 190; 226}, then an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists.
Proof. Truncate one group of a TD(7; n) to get a ({6; 7}; 1) GDD of type 176121; 236
121; 276161; 296151 or 356151. Use Theorem 5.5 to convert these GDDs to HOBIBDs,
by giving all points a weight of 1. Finally, use Theorem 5.4 to 1ll the groups using
4, 4, 0, 1 or 1 extra points, respectively.
Lemma 7.22. If v∈{142; 172; 262; 580}, then a OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists.
Proof. Apply Lemma 6.4 with v=126; 156; 246 or 486, then apply Theorem 5.1 to
the resulting PBD.
Lemma 7.23. An OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists, provided:
(a) v∈{124; 160; 196; 232; 268; 304}, or
(b) v∈{184; 208; 244; 280; 316; 388}, or
(c) v∈{292; 328; 400; 436; 472; 508; 616; 652; 688}, or
(d) v∈{544; 724}.
Proof. We will apply Lemma 6.6 with k =6: for (a) take k + t=16; for (b) take
k+ t=28; for (c) take k+ t=40; for (d) take k+ t=76. We may apply Theorem 5.1
to the resulting PBD to get our OBIBD.
Theorem 7.24. An OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists provided v≡ 4 (mod 6), and v≡m (mod
36), and v¿vm, where vm is given below.
m 4 10 16 22 28 34
vm 760 298 340 130 424 214
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Proof. Apply Lemma 6.5 to get a PBD(6n+ r; {6; 7; n; r}; 1) where n≡ 1 (mod 6), and
r∈{106; 40; 46; 16; 58; 28}. We may apply the PBD construction of Theorem 5.1, noting
that OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2)’s exist for v∈{6; 7; n; r}.
Summarizing the results for v≡ 4 (mod 6), we have:
Theorem 7.25. If v ∈ {4; 10; 22; 34; 70; 82; 88} and v≡ 4 (mod 6), then an OBIBD(v; 3;
2; 2) exists.
Putting together the results for the diIerent modulo 6 residues, we have our main
existence result.
Theorem 7.26. If v≡ 0; 1 (mod 3), then an OBIBD(v; 3; 2; 2) exists for v¿6, with the
possible exception of v∈{10; 21; 22; 24; 33; 34; 45; 51; 69; 70; 82; 88}.
Note added in proof
In joint work with Julian Abel we have now removed the exceptions noted in The-
orem 7.26. This work will be reported in this journal.
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